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Free epub Guitar and flute duets Copy
a carefully graded selection of compositions of varied styles progressing from
easy to medium difficulty and designed to develop well rounded musicianship
expertly arranged flute duet by daniel friedrich kuhlau from the kalmus edition
series this is from the classical era a large collection of flute duets from
the 16th to the 20th centuries this folio offers duets by major composers such
as beethoven lasso stamitz and telemann as well as works by numerous lesser
known composers an outstanding educational value perfect for any serious
student of the flute kalmus editions are primarily reprints of urtext editions
reasonably priced and readily available they are a must for students teachers
and performers expertly arranged flute duet by daniel friedrich kuhlau from the
kalmus edition series this is from the classical era john kinyon and john o
reilly have arranged an enjoyable assortment of beginning level duets
correlated to each instrument s corresponding yamaha individual instruction
series book approximately 20 duets have been separately arranged for each
specific instrument to ensure their appropriateness traditional popular music
is full of beautiful simple songs that are familiar to listen to they offer us
a postcard of the part of the world they come from they make us imagine
landscapes characters happy or sad situations they speak to us of love and
nature this flute duets collection of 16 easy melodies offers simple ideas for
ensemble music the transpositions in 4 tones up to 2 alterations are useful for
exploring the instrument in its different ranges have fun creating a medley for
your recital in the sequence key and speed you prefer the combinations are
countless volume 3 contents the bamboo flute big rock candy mountain down by
the sally gardens el noi de la mare foggy dew the galway piper homeward from
the mountains kalinka mary don t you weep oh susanna the rising of the moon
scarborough fair the skye boat song suo gân the water is wide yankee doodle
duetto di flauti duet de flûtes flute duet dúo de flautas duetto de flautas
flöten duett dwarsfluitduet flöjtduo fløyteduo fløjteduo beginning intermediate
level this book presents a repertoire of charming scottish irish and breton
tunes for guitar and flute the guitar part is written in standard notation the
flute solo part is available as a free download traditional popular music is
full of beautiful simple songs that are familiar to listen to they offer us a
postcard of the part of the world they come from they make us imagine
landscapes characters happy or sad situations they speak to us of love and
nature this flute duets collection of 16 easy melodies offers simple ideas for
ensemble music the transpositions in 4 tones up to 2 alterations are useful for
exploring the instrument in its different ranges have fun creating a medley for
your recital in the sequence key and speed you prefer the combinations are
countless volume 1 contents amazing grace the banks of the don cockles and
mussels drink to me only with thine eyes el testament d amèlia frère jacques
happy birthday the house of rising sun londonderry air mexican hat dance old
macdonald sakura sakura simple gifts spanish romance turkey in the straw the
wayfaring stranger duetto di flauti duet de flûtes flute duet dúo de flautas
duetto de flautas flöten duett dwarsfluitduet flöjtduo fløyteduo fløjteduo
lennie niehaus is a household word among jazz musicians having been a
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phenomenal jazz saxophonist he is eminently qualified to write for and
understand woodwind instruments these duets resulted from a conversation we had
about the need for jazz flute literature most duets were written in the past
for saxophone or clarinet the six duets in this book will be a great addition
to the flutist s repertoire 28 well known melodies and folk tunes a proven
source of graded duets for both the student and teacher of brass and woodwind
instruments each volume contains works from the renaissance baroque and
classical periods folk songs and traditional tunes and a selection of original
compositions by keith snell in a variety of styles a useful source of
repertoire contains allegretto clementi austrian folk song traditional
badinerie bach cantabile telemann chromatic polka kohler fireworks snell fugue
telemann la coquette dandrieu the nightingale rag snell pas de deux snell three
danish folk songs traditional turkey in the straw american traditional 22
classical and traditional pieces arranged for equal flute and clarinet of
intermediate standard there are a few easier pieces but most explore the range
of notes and techniques expected of players that are grades 4 and some are
quite tricky the pieces are arranged for players of equal standard so each
player gets to play the tune the clarinet part requires some fluency across the
break the flute part ventures into third octave most are in easy keys there are
22 pieces in the book some are longer but most are short one page several are
two or three pages i ve tried to be as varied as possible and have included
both classical and traditional tunes slow and fast pieces easy and difficult
ones to play straight away and others to work on but i hope you find them all
enjoyable and fun arrangements include extracts from beethoven s f r elise
prokofiev s the duck from peter and the wolf dvor k s humoresque holst s
jupiter from the planets loch lomond grieg s morning from peer gynt elgar s
march from pomp and circumstance chopin s prelude op 28 boccherini s minuet
bizet s air de tor ador from carmen beethoven s minuet in g glinka s intermezzo
tchaikovsky s andante cantabile from symphony no 5 brahms waltz op 39 and more
some of which i expect you re unlikely to know because i wanted to include an
element of musical exploration and adventure have fun if you re looking for
easier duets you might like easy traditional duets for flute and clarinet look
out for music arranged for mixed instruments flute clarinet bassoon oboe
saxophone recorder trumpet trombone tuba violin cello and double bass we have a
spectacular variety of duet books a gargantuan selection of festive books
including halloween and even downloadable playalong and backing tracks and
sheet music on our website just visit wildmusicpublications com traditional
popular music is full of beautiful simple songs that are familiar to listen to
they offer us a postcard of the part of the world they come from they make us
imagine landscapes characters happy or sad situations they speak to us of love
and nature this 64 flute duets collection of 16 easy melodies offers simple
ideas for ensemble music the transpositions in 4 keys up to 2 alterations are
useful for exploring the instrument in its different ranges have fun creating a
medley for your recital in the sequence key and speed you prefer the
combinations are countless volume 2 contents arirang bella ciao day o el cóndor
pasa el vito furusato home on the range i se the b y that builds the boat
manang biday the oak and the ash the raggle taggle gypsy santa lucia siúil a
rún star of the county down waltzing matilda when johnny comes marching home
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duetto di flauti duet de flûtes flute duet dúo de flautas duetto de flautas
flöten duett dwarsfluitduet flöjtduo fløyteduo fløjteduo 25 selected christmas
duets for flute volume 1 is an exquisitely curated collection specifically
tailored for flute players ranging from beginner to intermediate levels this
compilation offers an accessible experience with its comfortable range and keys
making it ideal for those developing their skills this volume encompasses a
diverse array of 25 beloved christmas melodies each chosen for its unique charm
and suitability for flute duets the contents include timeless classics and
lesser known gems ensuring a rich and varied repertoire for festive
performances or personal enjoyment contents titles adeste fideles as lately we
watched auld lang syne bring a torch jeanette isabelle children go where i send
thee the coventry carol ding dong merrily on high the friendly beasts go tell
it on the mountain good king wenceslas the holly and the ivy i saw three ships
in notte placida it came upon the midnight clear joy to the world lullaby o
sanctissima once in royal david s city patapan ring out wild bells sans day
carol tu scendi dalle stelle up on the housetop we wish you a merry christmas
winter s snow this volume is a must have for flutists seeking to enrich their
holiday repertoire with duets that are both enjoyable to play and delightful to
hear christmas duets for flute flute duos for christmas holiday flute duets
christmas flute duets collection festive flute duets seasonal duets for flute
yuletide flute duets christmas melodies for two flutes flute duets for the
holiday season christmas carols for flute duo winter holiday flute duets duetos
de flauta para navidad dúos de flauta para navidad duetos festivos de flauta
para las fiestas colección de duetos de flauta para navidad duetos festivos de
flauta duetos de flauta para la temporada navideña duetos de flauta para
yuletide melodías navideñas para dos flautas duetos de flauta para la Época
festiva villancicos para dúo de flauta duetos de flauta para las fiestas de
invierno duetos de flauta para o natal duetos festivos de flauta para as festas
coleção de duetos de flauta para o natal duetos festivos de flauta duetos de
flauta para a temporada natalina duetos de flauta para o yuletide melodias
natalinas para duas flautas duetos de flauta para a Época festiva canções
natalinas para duo de flauta duetos de flauta para as festas de inverno a clean
edition of all six flute duets by wilhelm friedemann bach son of johann
sebastian both parts are included in the book kalmus editions are primarily
reprints of urtext editions reasonably priced and readily available they are a
must for students teachers and performers twelve arias from the bach cantatas
selected and edited as flute duets these bass arias as written by bach consist
only of the vocal line 1st flute and basso continuo 2nd flute the bass figures
have been omitted but each aria duet is presented in its entirety excellent
material for teacher pupil duets easy duets is a collection of very easy
classical melodies composed by handel mozart beethoven schubert schumann
mendelssohn bartholdy berlioz frank brahms dvorak tchaikovsky puscoiu and then
completed with a few beautiful international folksongs these duets are
especially arranged for the beginning flutist duets for all enables any two
instruments to play duets not only may two like instruments such as two flutes
play together but two dissimilar instruments such as violin and tuba may
perform all of the duets the duets cover a wide range of styles and music from
baroque through contemporary eras and they range in difficulty from grades 1
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through 4 titles march prokofiev allegro mozart dance kabalevsky andante and
allegro stoutamire leaping kabalevsky ecossaise beethoven a farewell purcell
song of the north grieg march of the tin soldiers tschaikowsky allegretto
corelli the mechanical doll shostakovich the adventures of ivan khatchaturian
bouree handel hungarian rhapsody no 2 liszt ballet of the chicks moussorgsky a
proven source of graded duets for both the student and teacher of brass and
woodwind instruments each volume contains works from the renaissance baroque
and classical periods folk songs and traditional tunes and a selection of
original compositions by keith snell in a variety of styles a useful source of
repertoire contains adagio mozart allegretto haydn bouree telemann concert duet
in three movements snell dance snell daniel cowper english country dance
english folk tune traditional the hunters of kentucky american traditional
intrada graupner legend snell march anonymous minuet in g bach the music box
snell norwegian folk song traditional red river valley american traditional
scottish folk song traditional sea shanty american traditional serenade turk
three german dances haydn a federation festivals 2020 2024 selection these
seventy five duets are arranged for several combinations two flutes or various
pairs of recorders such as s a s t a t as well as equal instruments such as two
alto recorders the duets are all fresh no transcriptions and all arranged
during 2009 2010 more than half of the duets are original compositions written
specifically for this collection while most of the duets are intermediate for
flute and advanced intermediate for recorders there are several easier pieces
and several that are more advanced the duets are superbly well suited to
student teacher study enjoyment and performance among composers represented are
bach couperin dow hill purcell sullivan and susato a proven source of graded
duets for both the student and teacher of brass and woodwind instruments each
volume contains works from the renaissance baroque and classical periods folk
songs and traditional tunes and a selection of original compositions by keith
snell in a variety of styles a useful source of repertoire titles adagio mozart
allegretto haydn bouree telemann concert duet in three movements snell dance
snell daniel cowper english country dance english folk tune traditional the
hunters of kentucky american traditional intrada graupner legend snell march
anonymous minuet in g bach the music box snell norwegian folk song traditional
red river valley american traditional scottish folk song traditional sea shanty
american traditional serenade turk three german dances haydn flute duets trios
suitable for flute choir a proven source of graded duets for both the student
and teacher of brass and woodwind instruments each volume contains works from
the renaissance baroque and classical periods folk songs and traditional tunes
and a selection of original compositions by keith snell in a variety of styles
a useful source of repertoire titles allegretto clementi austrian folk song
traditional badinerie bach cantabile telemann chromatic polka kohler fireworks
snell fugue telemann la coquette dandrieu the nightingale rag snell pas de deux
snell three danish folk songs traditional turkey in the straw american
traditional the belwin student instrumental course is a course for individual
instruction and class instruction of like instruments at three levels for all
band instruments each book is complete in itself but all books are correlated
with each other although each book can be used separately all supplementary
books should be used as companion books with the method a proven source of
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graded duets for both the student and teacher of brass and woodwind instruments
this volume contains works from the renaissance baroque and classical periods
folk songs and traditional tunes and a selection of original compositions by
keith snell in a variety of styles and is a useful source of repertoire titles
allegretto anonymous allegro anonymous ballet turk the british grenadiers
english traditional churchill s march english traditional concert duet in three
movements snell gigue telemann irish washer woman irish traditional polonaise
mozart portland fancy american traditional prelude bach shenandoah traditional
sea chantey sonata handel swiss folk tune traditional two courtly masques
anonymous a collection of 17 masterful guitar flute duets composed and arranged
by the legendary guitarist laurindo almeida the book contains the score and
guitar part a separate flute part is available as a free internet download easy
sheet music for flute with flute piano duets book 2 including flute piano duets
skill level varies from easy elementary to medium intermediate this is a sheet
music book with 10 easy pieces for flute each piece has two arrangements one
for solo flute the other for flute and piano when playing duets the piano parts
can be played on piano or electronic keyboard they are very easy to play and
are arranged to accompany the flute contents daisy bell after the ball home on
the range greensleeves can can for he s a jolly good fellow the blue danube oh
susanna bill bailey won t you please come home camptown races as well as
playing duets with piano in this book you can also play together in a duet or
ensemble with other instruments with a book for that instrument all
arrangements are the same and keys are adjusted for b flat e flat f and c
instruments so everything sounds correct piano parts for all instrument books
are in the same key to get a book for your instrument choose from the easy
sheet music book 2 with piano duets series instruments in this series include
french horn oboe clarinet tenor saxophone trombone trumpet and flute please
check out my author page to view these books teachers studentsmusic teachers
can use this book as a teaching aid with new students beginners can use this if
they want to have a go themselves my name is michael shaw i hope you find this
book useful good luck with your music a proven source of graded duets for both
the student and teacher of brass and woodwind instruments each volume contains
works from the renaissance baroque and classical periods folk songs and
traditional tunes and a selection of original compositions by keith snell in a
variety of styles a useful source of repertoire titles andante fesch evening
song snell the filial crow traditional fughetta pachelbel intrada haussman
little minuet mozart little song beethoven little song mozart lullaby snell
march gurlitt march snell minuet snell rigaudon handel sonatina in d andre
sonatina schmitt ten easy duets for flute snell toccata snell a mixture of
tunes arranged for two flutes starting at the simplest level which can be
played by two pupils or by pupil and teacher the duets offer the pupil the
benefits of ensemble playing right from the start and can be used for both
group and individual lessons malcolm pollock is a teacher of wind instruments
and is the author of abracadabra flute abracadabra clarinet duets and the
companion to this collection abracadabra flute repertoire classical sheet music
for flute with flute piano duets book 2 including flute piano duets skill level
varies from easy elementary grade 2 to medium intermediate grade 4 this is an
sheet music book with 10 classical pieces for flute this book is more advanced
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than book 1 and although it contains some relatively easy pieces to play grade
2 level it also contains some pieces at grade 4 level especially sonata in c
major which will test your playing ability each piece has two arrangements one
for solo flute the other for flute and piano when playing duets the piano parts
can be played on piano or electronic keyboard they are easy to play and are
arranged to accompany the flute contents fur elise theme from jupiter la donna
e mobile from rigoletto etude valse lente liebestraum sonata in c major eine
kleine nachtmusik radetzky march wedding march here comes the bride as well as
playing duets with piano in this book you can also play together in a duet or
ensemble with other instruments with a book for that instrument all
arrangements are the same and keys are adjusted for b flat e flat f and c
instruments so everything sounds correct piano parts for all instrument books
are in the same key to get a book for your instrument choose from the classical
sheet music book 2 with piano duets series instruments in this series include
tuba trombone piccolo trumpet clarinet french horn cornet and saxophone please
check out my author page to view these books teachers studentsmusic teachers
can use this book as a teaching aid with new students beginners can use this if
they want to have a go themselves my name is michael shaw i hope you find this
book useful good luck with your music the book will be of great interest to
instrumentalists and singers looking for new sources of chamber music as well
as to all those who wish to experience a musical form that played an important
role in france for over two centuries french review an excellent resource for
anyone who wants to play sing and or dance to these delightful little pieces
the authors approach this work in the careful thoughtful and scholarly manner
which is a trademark of betty mather s style i highly recommend this book to
anyone intersted in any aspect of the noel and or its performance national
association of college wind and percussion instructors something unusual and
lovely for christmasit would interest anyone who is interested in christmas
music or who has to plan music and dance for worship the carols themselves are
beautifully printed and laid out for playing the sign french noels unite sacred
and profane texts music and dance as performed from the late middle ages
through the baroque mather and gavin have transcribed these charming pieces
with lyrics of the period so that they may be either sung or played expertly
arranged flute duet by ernesto koehler from the kalmus edition catalog these
duets range in difficulty from easy to intermediate and are from the romantic
era kalmus editions are primarily reprints of urtext editions reasonably priced
and readily available they are a must for students teachers and performers
classical sheet music for flute with flute piano duets book 1 including flute
piano duets skill level varies from easy elementary grade 1 to medium
intermediate grade 3 this is an easy sheet music book with 10 easy classical
pieces for flute each piece has two easy arrangements one for solo flute the
other for flute and piano when playing duets the piano parts can be played on
piano or electronic keyboard they are easy to play and are arranged to
accompany the flute contents caprice minuet in g major my heart at thy sweet
voice ode to joy piano concerto no 1 roses from the south sonata pathetique
swan lake trumpet voluntary waves of the danube as well as playing duets with
piano in this book you can also play together in a duet or ensemble with other
instruments with a book for that instrument all arrangements are the same and
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keys are adjusted for b flat e flat f and c instruments so everything sounds
correct piano parts for all instrument books are in the same key to get a book
for your instrument choose from the classical sheet music book 1 with piano
duets series instruments in this series include tuba trombone piccolo trumpet
clarinet french horn cornet and saxophone please check out my author page to
view these books teachers studentsmusic teachers can use this book as a
teaching aid with new students beginners can use this if they want to have a go
themselves my name is michael shaw i hope you find this book useful good luck
with your music easy sheet music for flute with flute piano duets book 1
including flute piano duets this is an easy sheet music book with 10 easy
pieces for flute each piece has two easy arrangements one for solo flute the
other for flute and piano when playing duets the piano parts can be played on
piano or electronic keyboard they are very easy to play and are arranged to
accompany the flute contents merrily we roll along lightly row lullabye
barcarolle amazing grace the new world symphony beautiful dreamer michael row
the boat ashore when the saints go marching in the entertainer as well as
playing duets with piano in this book you can also play together in a duet or
ensemble with other instruments with a book for that instrument all
arrangements are the same and keys are adjusted for b flat e flat f and c
instruments so everything sounds correct piano parts for all instrument books
are in the same key to get a book for your instrument choose from the easy
sheet music book 1 with piano duets series instruments in this series include
clarinet trumpet trombone tenor saxophone alto saxophone oboe and french horn
please check out my author page to view these books teachers studentsmusic
teachers can use this book as a teaching aid with new students beginners can
use this if they want to have a go themselves my name is michael shaw i hope
you find this book useful good luck with your music a selection of music to
celebrate festivals around the world arranged for solo flute flute duet and
flute trio standard grade 1 4 emb those who know my flute works will find this
flute duets cycle quite surprising my works are generally built on the new
technique of the flute and often present strenuous difficulties and a modern
language although humor appears here and there in my older compositions too and
some of them lean toward popular styles these duets are unusual for me they
were created precisely to servethe light entertainment of the performer and the
listener without any ulterior motive in my youth i spent ten years playing in
anacoustic fusion band talizman this experience can be considered an antecedent
of these works written in a traditional language and notation these pieces are
musically and technically uncompli cated and can be enjoyed by students
amateurs and the general audience they are also appropriate for teacher and
pupil everyday duets i refrained from writing dramatic passages with much
harmonic tension instead i tried to come up with catchy melodies with
characteristics of pop film music musical theater jazz or latin styles that we
can even whistle when we are in a good mood most of these melodies came to my
mind this way at first however an important pedagogical purpose also appears
here one can count on rhythmic challenges typical of popular music genres
rather than deriving from the contemporary classical language here besides
paying detailed attention to having metric precision one has to recognize and
adopt the proper phrasing articulation and nuances of the sound typical of the
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style especially concerning the syncopated off beat accents and feeling the
groove that keeps the music circulating beyond that i wanted to cover all the
possible key signatures in these ten pieces even at the price that i had to
notate the two voices of the last two movements in different keys these little
compositions were created as a relaxing process immediately after i finished my
big project the flute expedition a series introducing extended flute techniques
and the world of contemporary music through 42 solo pieces unlike this other
series that took me years to finish these duets were born within a few days and
it was an entertaining spare time activity for me as i hope it will be for many
flutists and audiences around the world the titles of the individual movements
all refer to this too determining periods and situations when time can be
handled freely and when we might find a partner with whom we want to spend a
few pleasant minutes playing these duets
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Learn to Play Flute Duets 1999-10-13 a carefully graded selection of
compositions of varied styles progressing from easy to medium difficulty and
designed to develop well rounded musicianship
Three Duets for Two Flutes, Opus 10 1999-10-13 expertly arranged flute duet by
daniel friedrich kuhlau from the kalmus edition series this is from the
classical era
Old and New Duets 1985-03 a large collection of flute duets from the 16th to
the 20th centuries this folio offers duets by major composers such as beethoven
lasso stamitz and telemann as well as works by numerous lesser known composers
an outstanding educational value perfect for any serious student of the flute
kalmus editions are primarily reprints of urtext editions reasonably priced and
readily available they are a must for students teachers and performers
Three Duets for Two Flutes, Op. 10 2021-09-13 expertly arranged flute duet by
daniel friedrich kuhlau from the kalmus edition series this is from the
classical era
Yamaha Flute Duets 2012-03-01 john kinyon and john o reilly have arranged an
enjoyable assortment of beginning level duets correlated to each instrument s
corresponding yamaha individual instruction series book approximately 20 duets
have been separately arranged for each specific instrument to ensure their
appropriateness
16 Traditional Tunes - 64 easy flute duets (VOL.3) 2021-09-13 traditional
popular music is full of beautiful simple songs that are familiar to listen to
they offer us a postcard of the part of the world they come from they make us
imagine landscapes characters happy or sad situations they speak to us of love
and nature this flute duets collection of 16 easy melodies offers simple ideas
for ensemble music the transpositions in 4 tones up to 2 alterations are useful
for exploring the instrument in its different ranges have fun creating a medley
for your recital in the sequence key and speed you prefer the combinations are
countless volume 3 contents the bamboo flute big rock candy mountain down by
the sally gardens el noi de la mare foggy dew the galway piper homeward from
the mountains kalinka mary don t you weep oh susanna the rising of the moon
scarborough fair the skye boat song suo gân the water is wide yankee doodle
duetto di flauti duet de flûtes flute duet dúo de flautas duetto de flautas
flöten duett dwarsfluitduet flöjtduo fløyteduo fløjteduo
Guitar/Flute Duets on Celtic Favorites 2001 beginning intermediate level this
book presents a repertoire of charming scottish irish and breton tunes for
guitar and flute the guitar part is written in standard notation the flute solo
part is available as a free download
16 Traditional Tunes - 64 easy flute duets (VOL.1) 2012-03-02 traditional
popular music is full of beautiful simple songs that are familiar to listen to
they offer us a postcard of the part of the world they come from they make us
imagine landscapes characters happy or sad situations they speak to us of love
and nature this flute duets collection of 16 easy melodies offers simple ideas
for ensemble music the transpositions in 4 tones up to 2 alterations are useful
for exploring the instrument in its different ranges have fun creating a medley
for your recital in the sequence key and speed you prefer the combinations are
countless volume 1 contents amazing grace the banks of the don cockles and
mussels drink to me only with thine eyes el testament d amèlia frère jacques
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happy birthday the house of rising sun londonderry air mexican hat dance old
macdonald sakura sakura simple gifts spanish romance turkey in the straw the
wayfaring stranger duetto di flauti duet de flûtes flute duet dúo de flautas
duetto de flautas flöten duett dwarsfluitduet flöjtduo fløyteduo fløjteduo
The Best Flute Duet Book Ever! 1986-04 lennie niehaus is a household word among
jazz musicians having been a phenomenal jazz saxophonist he is eminently
qualified to write for and understand woodwind instruments these duets resulted
from a conversation we had about the need for jazz flute literature most duets
were written in the past for saxophone or clarinet the six duets in this book
will be a great addition to the flutist s repertoire
Jazz Flute Duets 2016-03-21 28 well known melodies and folk tunes
Flute Duet Album 2021-09-13 a proven source of graded duets for both the
student and teacher of brass and woodwind instruments each volume contains
works from the renaissance baroque and classical periods folk songs and
traditional tunes and a selection of original compositions by keith snell in a
variety of styles a useful source of repertoire contains allegretto clementi
austrian folk song traditional badinerie bach cantabile telemann chromatic
polka kohler fireworks snell fugue telemann la coquette dandrieu the
nightingale rag snell pas de deux snell three danish folk songs traditional
turkey in the straw american traditional
Belwin Master Duets (Flute), Vol 1 2021-09-30 22 classical and traditional
pieces arranged for equal flute and clarinet of intermediate standard there are
a few easier pieces but most explore the range of notes and techniques expected
of players that are grades 4 and some are quite tricky the pieces are arranged
for players of equal standard so each player gets to play the tune the clarinet
part requires some fluency across the break the flute part ventures into third
octave most are in easy keys there are 22 pieces in the book some are longer
but most are short one page several are two or three pages i ve tried to be as
varied as possible and have included both classical and traditional tunes slow
and fast pieces easy and difficult ones to play straight away and others to
work on but i hope you find them all enjoyable and fun arrangements include
extracts from beethoven s f r elise prokofiev s the duck from peter and the
wolf dvor k s humoresque holst s jupiter from the planets loch lomond grieg s
morning from peer gynt elgar s march from pomp and circumstance chopin s
prelude op 28 boccherini s minuet bizet s air de tor ador from carmen beethoven
s minuet in g glinka s intermezzo tchaikovsky s andante cantabile from symphony
no 5 brahms waltz op 39 and more some of which i expect you re unlikely to know
because i wanted to include an element of musical exploration and adventure
have fun if you re looking for easier duets you might like easy traditional
duets for flute and clarinet look out for music arranged for mixed instruments
flute clarinet bassoon oboe saxophone recorder trumpet trombone tuba violin
cello and double bass we have a spectacular variety of duet books a gargantuan
selection of festive books including halloween and even downloadable playalong
and backing tracks and sheet music on our website just visit
wildmusicpublications com
Intermediate Classic Duets for Flute and Clarinet 1999-10-13 traditional
popular music is full of beautiful simple songs that are familiar to listen to
they offer us a postcard of the part of the world they come from they make us
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imagine landscapes characters happy or sad situations they speak to us of love
and nature this 64 flute duets collection of 16 easy melodies offers simple
ideas for ensemble music the transpositions in 4 keys up to 2 alterations are
useful for exploring the instrument in its different ranges have fun creating a
medley for your recital in the sequence key and speed you prefer the
combinations are countless volume 2 contents arirang bella ciao day o el cóndor
pasa el vito furusato home on the range i se the b y that builds the boat
manang biday the oak and the ash the raggle taggle gypsy santa lucia siúil a
rún star of the county down waltzing matilda when johnny comes marching home
duetto di flauti duet de flûtes flute duet dúo de flautas duetto de flautas
flöten duett dwarsfluitduet flöjtduo fløyteduo fløjteduo
16 Traditional Tunes - 64 easy flute duets (VOL.2) 1989 25 selected christmas
duets for flute volume 1 is an exquisitely curated collection specifically
tailored for flute players ranging from beginner to intermediate levels this
compilation offers an accessible experience with its comfortable range and keys
making it ideal for those developing their skills this volume encompasses a
diverse array of 25 beloved christmas melodies each chosen for its unique charm
and suitability for flute duets the contents include timeless classics and
lesser known gems ensuring a rich and varied repertoire for festive
performances or personal enjoyment contents titles adeste fideles as lately we
watched auld lang syne bring a torch jeanette isabelle children go where i send
thee the coventry carol ding dong merrily on high the friendly beasts go tell
it on the mountain good king wenceslas the holly and the ivy i saw three ships
in notte placida it came upon the midnight clear joy to the world lullaby o
sanctissima once in royal david s city patapan ring out wild bells sans day
carol tu scendi dalle stelle up on the housetop we wish you a merry christmas
winter s snow this volume is a must have for flutists seeking to enrich their
holiday repertoire with duets that are both enjoyable to play and delightful to
hear christmas duets for flute flute duos for christmas holiday flute duets
christmas flute duets collection festive flute duets seasonal duets for flute
yuletide flute duets christmas melodies for two flutes flute duets for the
holiday season christmas carols for flute duo winter holiday flute duets duetos
de flauta para navidad dúos de flauta para navidad duetos festivos de flauta
para las fiestas colección de duetos de flauta para navidad duetos festivos de
flauta duetos de flauta para la temporada navideña duetos de flauta para
yuletide melodías navideñas para dos flautas duetos de flauta para la Época
festiva villancicos para dúo de flauta duetos de flauta para las fiestas de
invierno duetos de flauta para o natal duetos festivos de flauta para as festas
coleção de duetos de flauta para o natal duetos festivos de flauta duetos de
flauta para a temporada natalina duetos de flauta para o yuletide melodias
natalinas para duas flautas duetos de flauta para a Época festiva canções
natalinas para duo de flauta duetos de flauta para as festas de inverno
25 Christmas Duets for Flute - VOL.1 2010-10-07 a clean edition of all six
flute duets by wilhelm friedemann bach son of johann sebastian both parts are
included in the book kalmus editions are primarily reprints of urtext editions
reasonably priced and readily available they are a must for students teachers
and performers
Six Duets 1999-10-26 twelve arias from the bach cantatas selected and edited as
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flute duets these bass arias as written by bach consist only of the vocal line
1st flute and basso continuo 2nd flute the bass figures have been omitted but
each aria duet is presented in its entirety excellent material for teacher
pupil duets
Bach Arias for Two Flutes, Volume I 1986-04 easy duets is a collection of very
easy classical melodies composed by handel mozart beethoven schubert schumann
mendelssohn bartholdy berlioz frank brahms dvorak tchaikovsky puscoiu and then
completed with a few beautiful international folksongs these duets are
especially arranged for the beginning flutist
Flute duets from three centuries 2012-03-02 duets for all enables any two
instruments to play duets not only may two like instruments such as two flutes
play together but two dissimilar instruments such as violin and tuba may
perform all of the duets the duets cover a wide range of styles and music from
baroque through contemporary eras and they range in difficulty from grades 1
through 4 titles march prokofiev allegro mozart dance kabalevsky andante and
allegro stoutamire leaping kabalevsky ecossaise beethoven a farewell purcell
song of the north grieg march of the tin soldiers tschaikowsky allegretto
corelli the mechanical doll shostakovich the adventures of ivan khatchaturian
bouree handel hungarian rhapsody no 2 liszt ballet of the chicks moussorgsky
Easy Duets for Flute 1999-10-14 a proven source of graded duets for both the
student and teacher of brass and woodwind instruments each volume contains
works from the renaissance baroque and classical periods folk songs and
traditional tunes and a selection of original compositions by keith snell in a
variety of styles a useful source of repertoire contains adagio mozart
allegretto haydn bouree telemann concert duet in three movements snell dance
snell daniel cowper english country dance english folk tune traditional the
hunters of kentucky american traditional intrada graupner legend snell march
anonymous minuet in g bach the music box snell norwegian folk song traditional
red river valley american traditional scottish folk song traditional sea shanty
american traditional serenade turk three german dances haydn a federation
festivals 2020 2024 selection
Duets for All 2015-10 these seventy five duets are arranged for several
combinations two flutes or various pairs of recorders such as s a s t a t as
well as equal instruments such as two alto recorders the duets are all fresh no
transcriptions and all arranged during 2009 2010 more than half of the duets
are original compositions written specifically for this collection while most
of the duets are intermediate for flute and advanced intermediate for recorders
there are several easier pieces and several that are more advanced the duets
are superbly well suited to student teacher study enjoyment and performance
among composers represented are bach couperin dow hill purcell sullivan and
susato
Belwin Master Duets (Flute), Vol 1 1999-10-14 a proven source of graded duets
for both the student and teacher of brass and woodwind instruments each volume
contains works from the renaissance baroque and classical periods folk songs
and traditional tunes and a selection of original compositions by keith snell
in a variety of styles a useful source of repertoire titles adagio mozart
allegretto haydn bouree telemann concert duet in three movements snell dance
snell daniel cowper english country dance english folk tune traditional the
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hunters of kentucky american traditional intrada graupner legend snell march
anonymous minuet in g bach the music box snell norwegian folk song traditional
red river valley american traditional scottish folk song traditional sea shanty
american traditional serenade turk three german dances haydn
Duets for Flutes or Recorders 1999-10-14 flute duets trios suitable for flute
choir
Belwin Master Duets (Flute), Easy Volume 1 2012-03-05 a proven source of graded
duets for both the student and teacher of brass and woodwind instruments each
volume contains works from the renaissance baroque and classical periods folk
songs and traditional tunes and a selection of original compositions by keith
snell in a variety of styles a useful source of repertoire titles allegretto
clementi austrian folk song traditional badinerie bach cantabile telemann
chromatic polka kohler fireworks snell fugue telemann la coquette dandrieu the
nightingale rag snell pas de deux snell three danish folk songs traditional
turkey in the straw american traditional
The Young Flute Player 2015-09-16 the belwin student instrumental course is a
course for individual instruction and class instruction of like instruments at
three levels for all band instruments each book is complete in itself but all
books are correlated with each other although each book can be used separately
all supplementary books should be used as companion books with the method
Belwin Master Duets - Flute, Advanced, Volume 1 1999-10-14 a proven source of
graded duets for both the student and teacher of brass and woodwind instruments
this volume contains works from the renaissance baroque and classical periods
folk songs and traditional tunes and a selection of original compositions by
keith snell in a variety of styles and is a useful source of repertoire titles
allegretto anonymous allegro anonymous ballet turk the british grenadiers
english traditional churchill s march english traditional concert duet in three
movements snell gigue telemann irish washer woman irish traditional polonaise
mozart portland fancy american traditional prelude bach shenandoah traditional
sea chantey sonata handel swiss folk tune traditional two courtly masques
anonymous
Student Instrumental Course: Duets for Flute Students, Level II 2002-02 a
collection of 17 masterful guitar flute duets composed and arranged by the
legendary guitarist laurindo almeida the book contains the score and guitar
part a separate flute part is available as a free internet download
Belwin Master Duets - Flute, Intermediate, Volume 1 2015-10-06 easy sheet music
for flute with flute piano duets book 2 including flute piano duets skill level
varies from easy elementary to medium intermediate this is a sheet music book
with 10 easy pieces for flute each piece has two arrangements one for solo
flute the other for flute and piano when playing duets the piano parts can be
played on piano or electronic keyboard they are very easy to play and are
arranged to accompany the flute contents daisy bell after the ball home on the
range greensleeves can can for he s a jolly good fellow the blue danube oh
susanna bill bailey won t you please come home camptown races as well as
playing duets with piano in this book you can also play together in a duet or
ensemble with other instruments with a book for that instrument all
arrangements are the same and keys are adjusted for b flat e flat f and c
instruments so everything sounds correct piano parts for all instrument books
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are in the same key to get a book for your instrument choose from the easy
sheet music book 2 with piano duets series instruments in this series include
french horn oboe clarinet tenor saxophone trombone trumpet and flute please
check out my author page to view these books teachers studentsmusic teachers
can use this book as a teaching aid with new students beginners can use this if
they want to have a go themselves my name is michael shaw i hope you find this
book useful good luck with your music
Complete Laurindo Almeida Anthology of Guitar/Flute Duets 1996-07-22 a proven
source of graded duets for both the student and teacher of brass and woodwind
instruments each volume contains works from the renaissance baroque and
classical periods folk songs and traditional tunes and a selection of original
compositions by keith snell in a variety of styles a useful source of
repertoire titles andante fesch evening song snell the filial crow traditional
fughetta pachelbel intrada haussman little minuet mozart little song beethoven
little song mozart lullaby snell march gurlitt march snell minuet snell
rigaudon handel sonatina in d andre sonatina schmitt ten easy duets for flute
snell toccata snell
Easy Sheet Music for Flute With Flute & Piano Duets 1999-10-13 a mixture of
tunes arranged for two flutes starting at the simplest level which can be
played by two pupils or by pupil and teacher the duets offer the pupil the
benefits of ensemble playing right from the start and can be used for both
group and individual lessons malcolm pollock is a teacher of wind instruments
and is the author of abracadabra flute abracadabra clarinet duets and the
companion to this collection abracadabra flute repertoire
Belwin Master Duets - Flute, Easy, Volume 2 1957* classical sheet music for
flute with flute piano duets book 2 including flute piano duets skill level
varies from easy elementary grade 2 to medium intermediate grade 4 this is an
sheet music book with 10 classical pieces for flute this book is more advanced
than book 1 and although it contains some relatively easy pieces to play grade
2 level it also contains some pieces at grade 4 level especially sonata in c
major which will test your playing ability each piece has two arrangements one
for solo flute the other for flute and piano when playing duets the piano parts
can be played on piano or electronic keyboard they are easy to play and are
arranged to accompany the flute contents fur elise theme from jupiter la donna
e mobile from rigoletto etude valse lente liebestraum sonata in c major eine
kleine nachtmusik radetzky march wedding march here comes the bride as well as
playing duets with piano in this book you can also play together in a duet or
ensemble with other instruments with a book for that instrument all
arrangements are the same and keys are adjusted for b flat e flat f and c
instruments so everything sounds correct piano parts for all instrument books
are in the same key to get a book for your instrument choose from the classical
sheet music book 2 with piano duets series instruments in this series include
tuba trombone piccolo trumpet clarinet french horn cornet and saxophone please
check out my author page to view these books teachers studentsmusic teachers
can use this book as a teaching aid with new students beginners can use this if
they want to have a go themselves my name is michael shaw i hope you find this
book useful good luck with your music
Abracadabra Flute Duets 2015-09-20 the book will be of great interest to
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instrumentalists and singers looking for new sources of chamber music as well
as to all those who wish to experience a musical form that played an important
role in france for over two centuries french review an excellent resource for
anyone who wants to play sing and or dance to these delightful little pieces
the authors approach this work in the careful thoughtful and scholarly manner
which is a trademark of betty mather s style i highly recommend this book to
anyone intersted in any aspect of the noel and or its performance national
association of college wind and percussion instructors something unusual and
lovely for christmasit would interest anyone who is interested in christmas
music or who has to plan music and dance for worship the carols themselves are
beautifully printed and laid out for playing the sign french noels unite sacred
and profane texts music and dance as performed from the late middle ages
through the baroque mather and gavin have transcribed these charming pieces
with lyrics of the period so that they may be either sung or played
Classical Sheet Music for Flute with Flute and Piano Duets Book 2 2015-08-25
expertly arranged flute duet by ernesto koehler from the kalmus edition catalog
these duets range in difficulty from easy to intermediate and are from the
romantic era kalmus editions are primarily reprints of urtext editions
reasonably priced and readily available they are a must for students teachers
and performers
The French Noel 2020-11-04 classical sheet music for flute with flute piano
duets book 1 including flute piano duets skill level varies from easy
elementary grade 1 to medium intermediate grade 3 this is an easy sheet music
book with 10 easy classical pieces for flute each piece has two easy
arrangements one for solo flute the other for flute and piano when playing
duets the piano parts can be played on piano or electronic keyboard they are
easy to play and are arranged to accompany the flute contents caprice minuet in
g major my heart at thy sweet voice ode to joy piano concerto no 1 roses from
the south sonata pathetique swan lake trumpet voluntary waves of the danube as
well as playing duets with piano in this book you can also play together in a
duet or ensemble with other instruments with a book for that instrument all
arrangements are the same and keys are adjusted for b flat e flat f and c
instruments so everything sounds correct piano parts for all instrument books
are in the same key to get a book for your instrument choose from the classical
sheet music book 1 with piano duets series instruments in this series include
tuba trombone piccolo trumpet clarinet french horn cornet and saxophone please
check out my author page to view these books teachers studentsmusic teachers
can use this book as a teaching aid with new students beginners can use this if
they want to have a go themselves my name is michael shaw i hope you find this
book useful good luck with your music
Forty Progressive Duets, Op. 55 1969 easy sheet music for flute with flute
piano duets book 1 including flute piano duets this is an easy sheet music book
with 10 easy pieces for flute each piece has two easy arrangements one for solo
flute the other for flute and piano when playing duets the piano parts can be
played on piano or electronic keyboard they are very easy to play and are
arranged to accompany the flute contents merrily we roll along lightly row
lullabye barcarolle amazing grace the new world symphony beautiful dreamer
michael row the boat ashore when the saints go marching in the entertainer as
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well as playing duets with piano in this book you can also play together in a
duet or ensemble with other instruments with a book for that instrument all
arrangements are the same and keys are adjusted for b flat e flat f and c
instruments so everything sounds correct piano parts for all instrument books
are in the same key to get a book for your instrument choose from the easy
sheet music book 1 with piano duets series instruments in this series include
clarinet trumpet trombone tenor saxophone alto saxophone oboe and french horn
please check out my author page to view these books teachers studentsmusic
teachers can use this book as a teaching aid with new students beginners can
use this if they want to have a go themselves my name is michael shaw i hope
you find this book useful good luck with your music
Three duets 2024-03 a selection of music to celebrate festivals around the
world arranged for solo flute flute duet and flute trio standard grade 1 4
Classical Sheet Music for Flute with Flute and Piano Duets Book 1 emb those who
know my flute works will find this flute duets cycle quite surprising my works
are generally built on the new technique of the flute and often present
strenuous difficulties and a modern language although humor appears here and
there in my older compositions too and some of them lean toward popular styles
these duets are unusual for me they were created precisely to servethe light
entertainment of the performer and the listener without any ulterior motive in
my youth i spent ten years playing in anacoustic fusion band talizman this
experience can be considered an antecedent of these works written in a
traditional language and notation these pieces are musically and technically
uncompli cated and can be enjoyed by students amateurs and the general audience
they are also appropriate for teacher and pupil everyday duets i refrained from
writing dramatic passages with much harmonic tension instead i tried to come up
with catchy melodies with characteristics of pop film music musical theater
jazz or latin styles that we can even whistle when we are in a good mood most
of these melodies came to my mind this way at first however an important
pedagogical purpose also appears here one can count on rhythmic challenges
typical of popular music genres rather than deriving from the contemporary
classical language here besides paying detailed attention to having metric
precision one has to recognize and adopt the proper phrasing articulation and
nuances of the sound typical of the style especially concerning the syncopated
off beat accents and feeling the groove that keeps the music circulating beyond
that i wanted to cover all the possible key signatures in these ten pieces even
at the price that i had to notate the two voices of the last two movements in
different keys these little compositions were created as a relaxing process
immediately after i finished my big project the flute expedition a series
introducing extended flute techniques and the world of contemporary music
through 42 solo pieces unlike this other series that took me years to finish
these duets were born within a few days and it was an entertaining spare time
activity for me as i hope it will be for many flutists and audiences around the
world the titles of the individual movements all refer to this too determining
periods and situations when time can be handled freely and when we might find a
partner with whom we want to spend a few pleasant minutes playing these duets
Easy Sheet Music for Flute with Flute and Piano Duets Book 1
Festive Flute Fun
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Three Pieces
Ittzes: Spare Time Duets for Two Flutes
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